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How to make transforming ninja star

Start with a square piece of origami paper (what is your favorite color!!) and then fold the paper in half twice and cut the paper into four squares. With one of the four squares, fold it in half, folding the top left corner into the bottom right corner and then unwrap. Fold in half diagonally in the other direction, then turn the top
half back, then turn it around. And poke the center with your finger so that it jumps up. Fold the top left corner into the center, but don't fold the center divider pass. Fold the bottom left corner into the center. Fold the top half into the bottom half, inverting the right fold to the center. Make 7 more of them a total of 8.Put one
blade between the double flaps of the other blade. Just like in the picture, a black blade is placed between the flaps of a gray blade. Fold the left (grey) blade to lock the right (black) blade into place. Then pull down the right blade so it locks at the end. And add another blade to the right flaps, and block that in place of the
Keep adding and locking the blade until all 8 blades are in use. And locking the last one to the first blade, and you have a frisbee. When locking the last blade, make sure to only block the sides of the first blade and not accidentally block the second blade as well. Now we turn a frisbee into an 8-point ninja star. With both
hands, hold the opposite sides and press towards the center. And now you have an 8-point ninja star. Click here to Vote, Rate, Follow, Subscribe, Please!!! :D Click Like to follow us as kids, we loved doing origami crafts. They used to be our favorite pastime. In today's world, a lot has changed. Children are more
attracted to screens and video games that end up sucking fun at the activities of the craft. We need to introduce our children to the fun of craft. Origami is a great way for kids to start with crafts. Origami can be easily studied by a beginner. Your kids will love to do different crafts using origami techniques at home. The
holidays are a great time to do such activities with your kids. We came up with this 8 pointed ninja star conversion for all of you. This ninja star is colorful. This can be done easily with some tips and tricks. This ninja star can also be used to play afterwards. So let's start making this cute ninja star. Learn to Do 8 Pointed
Transformation Ninja Star You Can Like: Handprint Tree Card Craft for Kids - Step by Step Training Materials Needed: Colored Paper; Red, Blue, Yellow, Green Scissors Clay Procedure: ✨ Step 1: Starting from the first sheet We will need square sheets of each colored paper. The size of the square should be a standard
origami sheet, which is painted on both Now take this square paper and fold it in half from the length of the sides. Now fold this sheet diagonally on both sides. This will result in folds on paper paper will help us later. ✨ Step 2: Starting to fold now we will fold along these folds. Take the corner of this square paper and fold
it inside to help the corner get to the center of the sheet. ✨ Step 3: More folds Now take the next corner and fold it inside to help the corner meet the center of the sheet. Now we have two corners of the sheet stacked inside. ✨ Step 4: Create a few more folds now lying sheet flat with triangular folds facing upwards. Fold
this shape inside. In this fold, triangles will collide with each other. Now you have slimmer shapes in your hand. ✨ Step 5: Pinch at the other end now hold this thin shape in your hand. Pinch the opposite end of the triangles and pinch it inside. Do it carefully. Don't break the creases. ✨ Step 6: Make more of these shapes
We only have one such triangle strip at both ends in the same color. Make more of these strips using different colored paper. Different colored paper will add more beauty to this 8 pointed ninja star. You can go for contrasting colors to make this star a ninja. ✨ Step 7: Combining the two strips together Now we will use
paper folding to combine two paper strips. Take two different colored strips of paper. Lock one colored strip inside the triangular leaves of another band. Now you have two tiny triangles looming on top. Pinch these small flyers into the cavity of the second lane. Pull the stripes to the top edge of each other. ✨ Step 8:
Adding extra bands now add another lane to the edge of the second lane. Now you will have two flyers at the top of the third lane. ✨ Step 9: Pinch flyers Now pinch these flyers inside the cavity of the third lane. This will provide a second lane to the third and from the third to the second. ✨ Step 10: Add more bands Now
take another colored strip and add it in front of the third lane. Keep adding more bands to this spiral. Make sure you pinch the flyers inside in due course. This ensures that your ninja star won't open. ✨ Step 11: End the cycle When you reach the end of the circle, add another lane. Move this new band to the back of the
star. This will allow you to start a new layer for the bands. Stick to the open end of the new layer with glue. ✨ Step 12: Adjusting the bands to form now add bands to this new layer that is formed at the back of the first. This leads to the spikes of the ninja star. Print ends ninja stars with glue. ✨ Step 13: Final 8 pointed ninja
star is a pretty ninja craft star. This ninja star can be used to decorate your home, play or even hang out. This craft ninja needs some attention from the artisan. We hope you and your kids have fun making it a pretty 8 Pointed Origami ninja We also want your kids to have fun playing with these stars. These colorful stars
will add color to your You can check out other such useful articles on K4 Craft. We'd love to hear from you. You can share your feedback with us in the comments section below. We come up with more such useful content for you. Until then, keep smiling and create with K4 Craft. You'd also like to: Follow the instructions
below to make it Origami Transformation Ninja StarDifficulty: Medium It's an 8 Point Ninja Star (or 8 one-sided ninja stars) is one of the coolest origami you'll ever learn to dump. What makes this ruriken so special is that it can also turn into a kind of round blade or frisbee. This makes the syuriken very dangerous under

the cover of weapons. yes, it's dangerous because the dots are very sharp, so watch where you throw it. I know it looks hard to do, but this conversion of an origami ninja star is actually quite easy. Just follow the instructions carefully and you will be able to make one. You're going to need two pieces of square paper.
Ready? Start. Check out the origami ninja stars when you're done with this. Step 1: Start with a square sheet of origami paper, but if you only have regular 8.5x11 paper, follow these instructions to make a square sheet. Then fold the paper in half and cut the paper into four squares. Step 2: With one of the four squares,
fold it in half, folding the top left corner into the bottom right corner and then unwrap. Step 3: Fold in half diagonally the other way and then turn around. Step 4: Fold the top half back and then expand. Step 5: Tap the center with your finger so that it jumps up. Step 6: Fold the top left corner into the center, but don't fold a
pass through the center of the divider. Step 7: Fold the bottom left corner into the center. Step 8: Fold the top half into the bottom half, inverting the right folds to the center. Go to the next page to continue with the origami conversion ninja star instructions. Are you looking for something to entertain the kids? This little
activity will blow their minds! All you need for this ninja star conversion is 8 sticky notes! So, what are you waiting for? Take some sticky notes and have some fun! Make your class buzz! Sign up for Teach Starter and get access to thousands of resources related to the curriculum and digital learning tools. Get StartedThis
instruction videos can be played and paused from time to time, essential for your children. Alternatively, you can follow using step-by-step instructions with relevant photos by scrolling through this blog. Step by Step Instructions - Transform Ninja Star OrigamiStep 1Fold one sticky note in half with sticky parts on the
inside. Pretty easy, isn't it? Step 2Fold left the bottom corner up at right angles. Tip: I opened it and then folded it back the other way to make sure The crease was solid. Step 3 To cut the sticky note all the way and fold the top two corners down to the middle crease as the image below. Tip: Make sure you you folding the
sticky piece of sticky note down in this step! Step 4Wb a piece of paper in half again. Step 5Using the folds you've made in step 2, fold the bottom towards the middle to create a parallelogram. It's a bit tricky ... The image below shows how it should look from a different angle. If you're struggling with this part, check out
the video at the beginning of the blog to give you some more visual instructions. Step 6Repeat steps 1-5 using other sticky notes. After all, you have to have four of each color! Step 7The most interesting thing now! You have to put it together. Take one piece and hold the open part to the right. Now place another one
inside the open part, as shown below. Tip: Make sure the second part is all the way inside the first part. Step 8Fold little excess ends in the second part, as shown below. Step 9Ups the process by alternating colors until you get to the last piece! Step 10 The last piece goes the same way, except you have to make sure
that at the end of the opening part of the last piece sits on either side of the first part you started with! Make sure all the little extra bits have been tucked in! It's like a little puzzle! You're done! Now the fun part! Keep the octagon shape on both sides and press inside until the little star dots stick out! Keep going until he
turns into a star! We'd love to see your creations! Tag @teachstarter on Instagram for your chance to have your photos featured. For more origami for kids, check out our collection of origami instructions. Make your class buzz! Sign up for Teach Starter and get access to thousands of resources related to the curriculum
and digital learning tools. Get started
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